










To organize this novel guide, we have divided the novel 
into six main reading sections. We suggest students 
read all chapters before completing that section of 
activities. The chapters are outlined above and at the 
start of each section.

This Novel Guide is designed to elevate your novel study in an 
engaging way for students. Students will work in their Novel Guide 
Notebook while reading the assigned novel. This novel guide can be 
used in multiple ways: independent work, partner work, small 
group work, or even summer reading. 

This novel guide was created for the novel Holes and is divided into SIX 
sections:

1. GETTING STARTED: pre-reading activities
2. READING SECTION 1: during reading activities 

(chapters 1-9)
3. READING SECTION 2: during reading activities 

(chapters 10-21)
4. READING SECTION 3: during reading activities 

(chapters 22-30)
5. READING SECTION 4: during reading activities 

(chapters 31-42)
6. FINISHING UP: after-reading activities (chapters 43-50)
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getting 
starte

d

Before jumping into Holes, you are going 
to learn some important background 

information about the characters and 
setting. You will also have a chance to 

make some predictions! 

1. Think about crime.

2. Define justice.

3. Make a prediction about Holes.

Getting 
Started!

Check out the specific directions below to get 
started!
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What is a “crime?”

Does committing a crime always make someone a “criminal?”

Why do you think some people commit crimes? How do you 
think people should make up for their crimes?

getting 
started
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getting 
started

Describe what you know about the meaning of “justice.”

What does justice mean to you? What do you think justice 
should look like in the world?

Scan the QR code to look up the definition 

of “justice,” then fill out the chart below.

definition: synonyms: Forms of Justice:
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getting 
started

Consider the words in the speech bubbles: cursed, bullies, 
criminals, and friendship. Based on your understanding of these 

words, and the summary written on the back of your novel, what 
do you think Holes might be about? What themes do you think 

might emerge? Write your prediction below.
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After reading the chapters of section 
one, complete each activity below.

Reading 
Section 1

Chapters 1 - 9

1. Review the vocabulary.
2. Explore the character of Stanley.
3. Explore the setting.

4. Explore a problem and solution.
5. Reflect on a quote.
6. Show what you know!

It’s time to start reading Holes! Be 
sure to read the chapters of section 
one listed below before starting the 

activities below.
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reading
section 1

Review the important vocab words in the first section of 
Holes. Using a dictionary, complete the chart. Check off 

each vocab word as you complete it by putting a checkmark 
in the small box to the left of the word. 

stifling

desolate

wearily

word: definition:

sentence:

Scan the QR code for 
a dictionary:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:
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reading
section 1

despicable

eternity

forlorn

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

testified

word: definition:

sentence:
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reading
section 1

“STANLEY WAS NOT A BAD KID. HE WAS INNOCENT OF THE 

CRIME FOR WHICH HE WAS CONVICTED. HE’D JUST BEEN IN 

THE WRONG PLACE AT THE WRONG TIME.”

What does it mean to be “in the wrong place at the wrong time?” 
Has that ever happened to you? Explain how it feels.

Despite being innocent, Stanley tells the boys at camp that he 
stole Clyde Livingston’s shoes. Why do you think he does that?
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reading
section 1

Throughout the novel guide, you will fill out Stanley’s character tree by gathering information 

and quotes from the text.

In future sections, you will be asked to think about Stanley’s character in different ways and 

return to his character tree to add additional “leaves.”

Right now, on one of the leaves, identify two or more of Stanley's physical features. On another 

leaf, identify one aspect of Stanley’s personality. And on the last leaf, copy a quote from section one 

about Stanley that describes something you think is meaningful about him. 

Remember to leave space for future leaves!
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reading
section 1

The novel opens with a detailed description of the setting. This might suggest that 

the setting is especially important to the story. 

Answer the questions below, then draw a picture of the setting you imagined as 

you read section one (from whatever scene you want) into the frame.

1. In what ways has the setting of Holes been important so far?

2. What is real about the setting? What is imaginary, or altered?

3. How do you think the setting will influence what happens in the story?
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“there was no camp at camp green lake. there once was a very large lake 

here, the largest lake in texas. that was over a hundred years ago. now is just 

a dry, flat wasteland.”

“There used to be a town of green lake as well. the town shriveled and dried 

up along with the lake, and the people who lived there.”

1. What would you expect to find at a place called “Camp Green Lake?”

2. Read the quote above. How is the name “Camp Green Lake” deceiving? Why 
do you think it’s still named that?

reading
section 1
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reading
section 1

Stanley writes a letter to his mom, but he’s not honest about 

what really happens at camp. 

1. Why did Stanley lie about what was going on at Camp Green Lake?

2. If he would have been honest, what details in his letter would have been different?
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In section one, at least one character stumbled across or created a problem. Think of one problem that arose 

that seems significant to the story in some way. Describe the problem and its impacts in the first purple bubble.

Then, reflect on the solution to the problem. Was it effective, ineffective, or both? Who initiated the solution, and 

why? Describe the solution and its impacts in the second purple bubble. If a solution was not introduced in the 

first section, make a prediction. What kind of solution do you think the character(s) will come up with, and why?

reading
section 1
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reading
section 1

First, select a quote from 
above. Then, in the space 
provided, answer the 
following questions:

• What is the context of 
the quote? (when, 
where, why, who, etc.)

• Why do you think the 
quote is important?

• How does the quote 
relate to one or more 
themes in the novel?

“If you take a bad 
boy and make him dig 
a hole every day in 
the hot sun, it will 

turn him into a good 
boy.” Chapter 2

“Nobody had believed 
him when he said he was 
innocent. Now, when he 

said he stole them, 
nobody believed him 

either.” 
Chapter 6“‘You’re not looking for 

anything. You’re digging 
to build character.’” 

Chapter 7

“He knew it was nothing 
to be proud of, but he 
felt proud nonetheless.” 

Chapter 7

“A lot of people don’t believe in 
curses. A lot of people don’t believe in 

yellow-spotted lizards either, but if one 
bites you, it doesn’t make a difference 

whether you believe in it or not.” 
Chapter 8
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1. Who ”owns the shade” at Camp Green Lake?
a. Mr. Sir

b. Mom
c. The Warden

d. X-Ray

2. Who has Stanley been bullied by at school?

a. The principal

b. Both teachers and students

c. His friends
d. The lunch servers

3. What was the “worst part” of Stanley’s crime?

a. His hero thought that he was a thief.

b. He had to go to Camp Green Lake.

c. He disappointed his mom.
d. He didn’t even get the chance to wear the shoes.

4. What is the first thing Stanley does after he finishes digging his first hole?

a. Faint
b. Refuse a ride back to camp

c. Pour his water into the hole
d. Spit in the hole

5. In Chapter 6, Stanley calls the sneakers that fell on his head “destiny’s shoes.” What do you think this 

means? Why?

reading
section 1

This is the end of 
section one. Get 
ready for 
section two
by reading 
chapters 
10-21.
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After reading the chapters of section two, 
complete each activity below.

Chapters
10 - 21

Reading 
Section 2

getting 
starte

d
re

ading
se

ctio
n 1

re
ading

se
ctio

n 2

1. Review the vocabulary.
2. Create a comic strip.
3. Explore the character of Zero.

4. Explore a cause and effect.

5. Reflect on a quote.
6. Show what you know!

Be sure to read the chapters of section 
two listed below before starting the 

activities below.
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Review the important vocab words in section two of Holes. 
Using a dictionary, complete the chart. Check off each 

vocab word as you complete it by putting a checkmark in 
the small box to the left of the word. 

remarkable

canteen

fossilized

word: definition:

sentence:

Scan the QR code for 
a dictionary:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

reading
section 2
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engraved

wasteland

refuge

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

paranoid

word: definition:

sentence:

reading
section 2
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reading
section 2
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Throughout the novel guide, you will fill out Zero’s character tree by gathering information and 

quotes from the text.

In future sections, you will be asked to think about Zero’s character in different ways and 

return to his character tree to add additional “leaves.”

Right now, on one of the leaves, identify two or more of Zero's physical features. On another 

leaf, identify one aspect of Zero’s personality. And on the last leaf, copy a quote from section one 

about Zero that describes something you think is meaningful about him. 

Remember to leave space for future leaves!

reading
section 2
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Reflect on the chapters in section two and think of an action, event, or decision that had an effect on something 

or someone in the story. An example is when Magnet steals the sack of sunflower seeds. You can choose any 

cause & effect that seems significant to you from section two. Explore the cause (who, what, when, where, and 

why) and its effect(s) in the chart below. If you don’t know the effect(s), make a prediction and explain your 

reasoning with support from the text. 

reading
section 2
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1. What “curse” does Stanley’s family suffer from as a result of his “no-good-dirty-

rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather?” Explain the curse, then describe three 

impacts of the curse on Stanley’s family.

2. Do you believe in curses? Why or why not?

reading
section 2
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First, select a quote from 
above. Then, in the space 
provided, answer the 
following questions:

• What is the context of 
the quote? (when, 
where, why, who, etc.)

• Why do you think the 
quote is important?

• How does the quote 
relate to one or more 
themes in the novel?

reading
section 2

“If he was going to survive at 
Camp Green Lake, it was far 
more important the X-Ray 

think he was a good guy than 
it was for him to get one day 

off.” Chapter 11

“As he dug his hole, 
Stanley thought about 
what it would be like if 
Derrick Dunne had to 
fight Armpit or Squid. 

Derrick wouldn’t stand a 
chance.” Chapter 11

“‘I’m not saying it’s going to be easy. 
Nothing in life is easy. But that’s no 
reason to give up. You’ll be surprised 

what you can accomplish if you set your 
mind to it. After all, you only have one 

life, so you should try to make the most 
of it.’” Chapter 12

“He didn’t care what 
Zero thought. Zero was 

nobody.” Chapter 18

“He was in the wrong place at
the wrong time. What else is 

new?” Chapter 18
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1. Why does X-Ray think he deserves to have whatever Stanley finds?

a. He’s been there longer and has never found anything.
b. He wants the Warden to like him.

c. He wants some time alone to write a letter to his mom.

d. He wants to keep it to take home.

2. What is Stanley’s reward for giving the tube to X-Ray?

a. X-Ray gives him the rest of his water.

b. He gets to go back to camp early.
c. X-Ray moves him up in place, in front of Zero.

d. He gets to eat X-Ray’s dinner.

3. What emotion does Stanley feel as he rides toward the Warden’s cabin after he’s caught with the sunflower 
seeds?

a. Fear
b. Gratitude

c. Annoyance
d. Confusion

4. What is Stanley surprised to find when he returns from the Warden’s?

a. His hole, nearly finished.

b. The tube at the bottom of his hole.
c. Everyone gone.

d. A fresh sack of sunflower seeds.

5. What do you think the Warden might be searching for? Explain your reasoning

This is the end of 
section two. Get 
ready for section 
three
by reading 
chapters 
22-31.

reading
section 2
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After reading the chapters of section 
three, complete each activity below.

Be sure to read the chapters of section 
three listed below before starting the 

activities below.

Chapters 
22 - 31

Reading 
Section 3

1. Review the vocabulary.
2. Track the characters.
3. Connect the past and present.
4. Explore a problem and solution.
5. Consider the narrator.
6. Make a wanted poster
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7.     Make a prediction.

8.     Reflect on a quote.
9.     Show what you know!
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Review the important vocab words in section two of Holes. 
Using a dictionary, complete the chart. Check off each 

vocab word as you complete it by putting a checkmark in 
the small box to the left of the word. 

deposited

defiance

grotesque

word: definition:

sentence:

Scan the QR code for 
a dictionary:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

reading
section 3
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despicable

concoctions

loot

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

parched

word: definition:

sentence:

reading
section 3
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reading
section 3

is a kind, handy, funny onion seller.

is a small-framed kid who is learning to 
read & write.

is a smelly-footed, rude, entitled kid.

is a doctor in the town of Green Lake.

is a selfish, deceiving, lying woman.

is a kind-hearted schoolteacher & “cold-
hearted” thief.

is a sweet, old, healthy donkey.

is a kind, innocent, unlucky kid.

The names in the orange boxes are in scrambled order.

Draw a line to the accurate description of each character.

HECTOR ZERONI

STANLEY YELNATS

THE WARDEN

DOC HAWTHORN 

KATHERINE BARLOW

TROUT WALKER

SAM

HECTOR ZERONI
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reading
section 3

In section three, we learn a lot about the history of Green Lake. As a result, we might 

connect the dots, or suspect connections, between the gaps in the story. 

Reflect on the two stories that are told simultaneously in section three (one from the 

past and one from the present) and answer the questions below.

1. What connection(s) did you make or suspect between the past and present storylines in section 
three?

2. What connection(s) did you make between one or both stories in section three and something happening 
in the world today?
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Summarize each of the two stories told in section three (separately). Summarize the 
story from the past about Katherine, Sam, Trout, etc. and the story from the present 
about Stanley, Zero, the camp, etc.

reading
section 3

Present

Past

© Julie Bochese
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Write on 3 more leaves in Stanley’s character tree!
Include: 

• a leaf that describes a challenge Stanley faced in section three
• one way in which Stanley is viewed by others
• a quote (by Stanley) that represents his feelings about 

something

reading
section 3

Write on 3 more leaves in Zero’s character tree! 
Include:
• a leaf that describes something new you learned about Zero
• one thing you wonder about Zero’s life or identity
• a quote that describes how Zero is viewed by others
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In section three, at least one character stumbled across or created a problem. Think of one problem that 

seems significant to the story in some way. Describe the problem and its impacts in the first purple bubble.

Then, reflect on the solution to the problem. Was it effective, ineffective, or both? Who initiated the solution, 

and why? Describe the solution and its impacts in the second purple bubble. If a solution was not introduced in 

the third section, make a prediction. What kind of solution do you think the character(s) will come up with, and 

why?

reading
section 3
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reading
section 3

“THAT ALL HAPPENED ONE HUNDRED AND TEN YEARS AGO. SINCE THEN, NOT ONE DROP 

OF RAIN HAS FALLEN ON GREEN LAKE. YOU MAKE THE DECISION: WHOM DID GOD 

PUNISH?”

Read and reflect on the quote from Chapter 26 below, then answer the questions.

Whom is the narrator of Holes speaking to? How do you know? 
Do you like this kind of narration?

In what ways has the narrator of Holes influenced your feelings about a 
certain character? Provide a quote from the novel to support your answer.
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reading
section 3

Make a wanted poster for a character in Holes. You can choose to create one for a 

known “out-law,” such as Kissing Kate Barlow, or you can create one for any person 

that you think commits crimes, is unjust, or acts outside of the law in some way.

Be sure to note their crime(s), the reward for their capture, and a 

picture of them.
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reading
section 3

At the end of section three, Zero leaves Camp Green Lake. The Warden, Mr. Sir, and Mr. 
Pendanski assume that he won’t survive and that he will come back when he gets hot and 
thirsty enough. 
When Zero doesn’t return, they assume he died, and they come up with a plan to cover 
their tracks.
Based on what you know about the heat, the dried-up Green Lake, and the yellow-spotted 
lizards, what do you think has happened to Zero? And what do you think will happen to the 
Warden's plan? Will they get away with it?
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First, select a quote from 
above. Then, in the space 
provided, answer the 
following questions:

• What is the context of 
the quote? (when, 
where, why, who, etc.)

• Why do you think the 
quote is important?

• How does the quote 
relate to one or more 
themes in the novel?

reading
section 3

“Sometimes, in fact, Stanley hoped the warden 
was watching them, with her secret cameras 

and microphones, so she’d know that Zero 
wasn’t as stupid as everyone thought.” Chapter 

27

“‘I kept thinking: It 
has to rain soon. The 
drought can’t last 
forever. But it just 
kept getting hotter 

and hotter and 
hotter…’” 

Chapter 28

“Then, when he was so thirsty 
that he could hardly stand it 

anymore, he unscrewed the cap, 
turned the canteen over, and 
poured it all out on the dirt.” 

Chapter 27

“She examined her fingernails and 
said, ‘It’s almost time for me to 
paint my nails again.’” Chapter 30

“Kate Barlow died 
laughing.” Chapter 28
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1. How does Zero surprise Stanley?

a. He’s a great reader.
b. He’s really great at math.

c. He’s very kind and talkative.

d. He’s really great at crosswords.

2. According to Sam, why is Mary Lou such a healthy old donkey?

a. She exercises a lot. 

b. She is kind and sweet.
c. She only eats raw onions.

d. She is magical.

3. On Zigzag’s birthday, what does Stanley find out?

a. The small tube he found belonged to Kissing Kate Barlow.

b. He didn’t mind digging holes after all.
c. He’s been at Camp Green Lake for forty-six days.

d. His mother had written him a letter.

4. According to the Warden, why can’t Stanley keep teaching Zero to read?

a. It’s pointless because Zero can’t learn.

b. It doesn’t build character as digging holes does.
c. Stanley’s teaching him wrong.

d. Zero doesn’t deserve to learn how to read.

5. Explain Stanley’s complicated feelings about letting Zero dig part of his hole for him each day. What made it 

complicated? Why?

This is the end of 
section three. Get 
ready for section 
four
by reading 
chapters 
32-42.

reading
section 3
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After reading the chapters of section four, 
complete each activity below.

Be sure to read the chapters of section 
four listed below before starting the 

activities below.

Chapters 32 - 42 

1. Review the vocabulary.

6. Make a timeline.

re
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n 1
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n 2

re
ading

se
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n 3
re

ading 
se
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n 4

getting 
starte

dReading 
Section 4

2. Title the chapters.
3. Revisit the character trees.
4. Compare and contrast two characters.
5. Explore a cause and effect.

7.     Reflect on a quote.
8.     Show what you know!
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Review the important vocab words in section four of Holes. 
Using a dictionary, complete the chart. Check off each 

vocab word as you complete it by putting a checkmark in 
the small box to the left of the word. 

deserted

accelerated

barren

word: definition:

sentence:

Scan the QR code for 
a dictionary:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

reading 
section 4
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precipice

delirious

fugitive

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

bacteria

word: definition:

sentence:

reading 
section 4
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reading 
section 4

Reflect on main events, themes, and characters in each chapter of section 
four. Based on your reflections, come up with an appropriate title for 

each chapter.

Chapter 31: Chapter 32: Chapter 33:

Chapter 34: Chapter 35: Chapter 36:

Chapter 37: Chapter 38: Chapter 39:

Chapter 40: Chapter 41: Chapter 42:
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Write on 2 more leaves in Stanley’s character tree!
Include: 

• a leaf that describes a turning point in the story for Stanley

• a quote that describes something new Stanley experiences

Write on 2 more leaves in Zero’s character tree! 
Include:
• a leaf that describes a turning point in the story for Hector

• a quote that describes something new Hector experiences

reading 
section 4
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Choose two primary characters from the novel and reflect on how they 
have been portrayed by the narrator.  How does the narrator of Holes  

influence what we think and feel about these characters? Answer these 
questions by filling out the chart below. Use at least one quote to support 

your thoughts for each character.

reading 
section 4
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reading 
section 4

Recall the story of how Stanley Yelnats ”found refuge on God’s thumb” from 

section two. Then, consider the “Big Thumb” that Stanley and Hector work 

so hard to reach.

Why do you think the boys put their hope in the “Big Thumb,” even though they know it 
might not be anything?

Why do you think Stanley sings Hector the song that has been in his family for 
generations on their first night at the Big Thumb?

Draw what you 
think the Big 

Thumb 
looks like, either 
from a distance 
or close-up. Use 
details described 

in the text to 
draw your image.
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reading 
section 4
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Reflect on the chapters in section four and think of an action, event, or decision that had an effect on something 

or someone. You can choose any cause & effect that seems significant to you; it doesn’t have to be the biggest or 

most obvious one in the section. Explore the cause (who, what, when, where, and why) and its effect in the chart 

below. If you don’t yet know the effect, make a prediction and explain your reasoning with support from the text. 

reading 
section 4
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reading 
section 4
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First, select a quote from 
above. Then, in the space 
provided, answer the 
following questions:

• What is the context of 
the quote? (when, 
where, why, who, etc.)

• Why do you think the 
quote is important?

• How does the quote 
relate to one or more 
themes in the novel?

reading 
section 4

“In a land of nothingness, any 
little thing seemed unusual.” 

Chapter 32

“He kept walking toward it, although he didn’t 
know why, He knew he’d have to turn around 

before he got there. But every time he looked at 
it, it seemed to encourage him, giving him the 

thumbs-up sign.” Chapter 34

“Zero wasn’t worried. ‘When you 
spend your whole life living in a 
hole,’ he said, ‘the only way you 

can go is up.’” Chapter 36

“He concentrated on 
one step at a time, 
carefully raising and 

setting down each foot. 
He thought only about 
each step, and not the 
impossible task that lay 
before him.” Chapter 38

“‘If I had just kept those old smelly 
sneakers, then neither of us would 

be here right now.’” Chapter 41
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1. What does Stanley learn about Barf Bag?

a. He barfed on Mr. Sir, which is how he got his nickname.
b. He was coming back to Camp Green Lake.

c. He was always getting sick, which is how he got his nickname.

d. He stepped on a rattlesnake on purpose.

2. What does Big Thumb symbolize for Stanley and Hector as they venture toward it?

a. Home

b. Strength
c. Pride

d. Hope

3. Who once owned the boat that Hector finds refuge in?

a. Trout Walker

b. Mary Lou
c. Kissing Kate Barlow

d. Sam

4. How does Stanley react to Hector’s “confession” during the first night at Big Thumb?

a. He is shocked at Hector’s confession and gets angry.

b. He thinks that Hector is delirious but is glad that confessing made him feel some relief.
c. He is confused and keeps pressing Hector for more information.

d. He understands Hector’s confession and accepts his apology.

5. In the middle of Chapter 40, a story is told about Sam, Mary Lou, onion, and little Becca Tennyson who had 

food poisoning. What is the purpose of that story? Why is it important to the story being told about Stanley, 
Hector, and the Big Thumb?

This is the end of 
section four. Get 
ready for the last 
section
by reading 
chapters 
43-50.

reading 
section 4
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After reading the chapters, complete 
each activity below.

Be sure to read the chapters of the last 
section listed below before starting the 

activities below.

Chapters 43 - 50

1. Reflect on the plot structure.
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2. Create a comic strip.
3. Consider the curse.
4. Reflect on Camp Green Lake.
5. Identify a major theme.

Finishing 
Up

7.     Reflect on a quote.
6.     Reveal the holes in the story.

8.    Show what you know!
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Review the important vocab words in the final section of 
Holes. Using a dictionary, complete the chart. Check off 

each vocab word as you complete it by putting a checkmark 
in the small box to the left of the word. 

indistinct

adjacent

word: definition:

sentence:

Scan the QR code for 
a dictionary:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

finishing 
up

astonishment
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investigation

attorney

shame

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

word: definition:

sentence:

commotion

word: definition:

sentence:

finishing 
up
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“THE READER MIGHT FIND IT INTERESTING THAT STANLEY’S FATHER INVENTED HIS CURE FOR FOOT 

ODOR THE DAY AFTER THE GREAT-GREAT-GREAT-GRANDSON OF ELYA YELNATS CARRIED THE GREAT-

GREAT-GREAT-GRANDSON OF MADAME ZERONI UP THE MOUNTAIN.”

Read the quote above, then reflect on what you’ve learned about each character’s personality, 
experiences, and beliefs. What do you think each character believes about the two events 

described in the quote above? Were they simply a coincidence, or were they connected by the 
curse being broken? In the speech bubbles below, identify what you think each character believes 

by either writing “curse” or ”coincidence.”

Stanley

Mr. Sir

Madame Zeroni

Hector

Stanley’s dad
Stanley’s mom

finishing 
up
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finishing 
up

Consider Stanley and Hector’s identities, morals/values, families, experiences, and desires. 
How do you think their experiences at Camp Green Lake affected them? 

How do you think their lives will be different from here on out? 

© Julie Bochese



There are many important themes in Holes. One example is bullying, which occurs 
throughout the entire novel. Stanley is bullied by Derrick at school, Zero is bullied by both 
kids and adults at camp, and even Mr. Sir is bullied by the Warden. There are many more 
examples, too!

This reoccurring theme helps us as readers better understand the characters as 
they experience powerlessness, shame, humiliation, and lack of self-worth.

Think of a major theme in Holes that stood out to you. Describe it, give two+ 
examples, and explain why you think it is important to the story. 

finishing 
up
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Holes is a novel that tells different stories at once. By the end of the novel, the multiple stories come 

together, and we realize how the stories connect.

Consider these stories, how they blend the past and the present, and how the author chooses to tell 

them. Then, answer the questions to the right.

What context clues does the author provide throughout the novel that help the 
reader connect the different stories?

What holes exist in and among the stories told in Holes? What are you, as the reader, 
left wondering? What parts were not connected?

Why do you think the author chose to write Holes in these ways? What might have 
been the purpose?

finishing 
up
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First, select a quote from 
above. Then, in the space 
provided, answer the 
following questions:

• What is the context of 
the quote? (when, 
where, why, who, etc.)

• Why do you think the 
quote is important?

• How does the quote 
relate to one or more 
themes in the novel?

finishing 
up

“‘What do we do?’ 
asked Mr. Pendanski. 
‘We wait,’ said the 

Warden. ‘It won’t be 
very long.’ ‘At least 
we’ll have a body to 
give that woman.’ 

Chapter 45

“Instead, he tried to recapture the feelings he’d 
had the night before- the inexplicable feeling of 

happiness, the sense of destiny. But those feelings 
didn’t return.” Chapter 43

“Stanley followed. It didn’t seem 
right to him, but Zero seemed 

sure.” Chapter 43

“He didn’t want to die with the 
images of the Warden, Mr. Sir, 
and the lizards etched into his 

brain. Instead, he tried to see his 
mother’s face.” Chapter 46

“[…] and for the first time in over 
a hundred years, a drop of rain 
fell into the empty lake.” Chapter 

49

“He couldn’t just 
leave him here. ‘I 

can’t leave without 
Hector,’ Stanley 
said.” Chapter 48
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1. Why does Hector draw a diagram in the dirt?

a. He’s trying to explain to Stanley where Laney Park is.
b. He is writing a message for someone.

c. He’s showing Stanley that they are headed in the wrong direction.

d. Stanley asked him to show him where Mary Lou is. 

2. What emotion does Stanley feel as he heads toward the hole he found the gold tube in?

a. Fear

b. Relief
c. Joy

d. Anger

3. What is Stanley worried about as he tries to free the chest from the dirt?

a. He’s worried that he will be caught by the Warden.

b. He’s worried that the hole will collapse.
c. He’s worried about getting bit by a yellow-spotted lizard.

d. He’s worried about Hector falling into the hole.
4. Why don’t the yellow-spotted lizards bite Hector or Stanley?

a. Mr. Sir shoots them all.
b. The lizards don’t like onion blood.

c. They are protecting the treasure.
d. They don’t bite at nighttime.

5. Even after Stanley understands that he was sent to Camp Green Lake for a crime that Hector committed, 

he still won’t leave camp without Hector. Why? What kind of bond do they share that is more important than 

any anger Stanley might feel?

This is the end of the 
Holes novel guide! 
Hope you enjoyed 
this
amazing
book!

finishing 
up
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classroom setting. If you need to use this resource with more than one teacher and/or across multiple 
classrooms, additional licenses are available at a discount. You can purchase additional licenses by 

visiting your TPT “Purchases” page and then selecting “Download Additional Licenses” or by contacting 
me at julie@magicorelearning.com.

How Can I Use This Resource?

• Use this resource personally or with your own children.
• Use this resource in your own classroom with your 

students.
• Provide this resource to your students to use at your 

instruction.
• Print and/or copy for use in your own classroom.
• Provide printed pages to a substitute teacher with the 

sole purpose of instructing your students.
• Share with your students via a secure document portal 

or electronic learning platform that requires individual 
user verification and limits access to only the students 
in your own classroom (e.g. Google Classroom).

• Review this resource with others with the sole purpose 
of recommending it to others for purchase, provided 
you share one of the links below:

© Copyright 2021. All rights reserved. The unlicensed reproduction or distribution of this product is strictly prohibited. Permission is granted 
to the original purchaser or licensee to make copies to use with students and/or to assign to students digitally providing it is only available to 

students assigned directly to the purchaser. Placing this product in any manner that makes it accessible to the general public is strictly 
forbidden. Commercial use, including but not limited to online or in person classes, is prohibited. Contact julie@magicorelearning.com for 
commercial licensing information. Sharing without permission or hosting online in a public manner is a violation of the Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act (DMCA). These terms may be updated at any time. You can see the most up to date Terms of Use at 
https://magicorelearning.com/terms-of-use.

• Share with others to use personally.
• Share with others to use in another 

classroom. 
• Print or copy any page(s) and distribute 

them to other teachers or other 
classrooms.

• Publish or host online in a manner where 
any of the material is accessible to 
anyone who is not a student in your own 
classroom., including but not limited to 
personal, classroom, or district websites 
that are accessible to the general public. 

• Use this resource commercially (e.g. 
Outschool).

• Publish, sell, or otherwise distribute this 
product to anyone in manner inconsistent 
with these terms of use. https://magicorelearning.com/  
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